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Ideas Bank

Sensitive
New Age
Cavepersons

Grab your flints and hold onto your
woolly mammoths!
With a little help from 54 Neolithic
ancestors, we’re marking Father’s
Day this month with a crackingly
craggy card set that focuses on
men’s roles and goals.
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Have Cards, Will Travel

Relational Resources

Postcard from Aberdeenshire

What does a travelling trainer carry in his
suitcase? Shirts, paperwork, shaver… Oh,
and a bundle of brilliant card sets!

Working in South-East Asia? Prefer to
browse before you buy? Clap hands on
our publications at Relational Resources in
Singapore.

We’re a nosy bunch at Innovative
Resources. And we love discovering
the connections that take our card sets
around globe!
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‘The frame of the cave leads to the frame of man.’
Stephen Gardiner

Ideas

Bank

Sensitive
New Age
Cavepersons
Meet 54 Neolithic ancestors embracing life’s roles and
responsibilities with boulder-rolling zeal!

Creative writing for boys (and girls!)
Teachers can use these cards as prompts for creative writing while
also promoting positive messages about the different roles men
perform. Turn the cards face down and invite students to choose three
cards at random.

Sensitive New Age Cavepersons offers a humorous, light-hearted
window into parts of our lives that are not often discussed. They
invite reflection about the pressures and stresses men face, and they
also encourage conversations about the skills, strengths, virtues and
resources in ourselves and others—regardless of gender.

• Write about a character who fulfils these three roles.
• Does your character fulfil all his roles successfully?
• In what ways does your character conform to expectations of men’s
behaviour? Does he break any stereotypes?

Exploring men’s roles in your family
You might be having a therapeutic discussion. Or you could be
collecting information for a family history project! There are many
contexts in which you might use these cards for exploring men’s roles
and their significance for individuals and family members.

• Invite students to work in pairs and compare their male characters.
What do the characters have in common? How might they see the
world differently?
• Invite students to reflect on the descriptions of their male
characters. Does their description suggest they have described
the character from a male, female or neutral point of view?
What clues suggest one perspective or another?

• Which cards (roles) best represent your husband, partner, father,
son, grandson, friend or brother?
• Which roles do you think they excel in? Which cards represent
their strengths?

Media and social studies
Media studies teachers may like to use these cards to help older
students reflect on how journalism and advertising represent and
target men. You could also adapt this activity to investigate the
representation of women by imagining women performing the roles
depicted on the cards.

• Which roles do you think they are most comfortable performing?
• Which roles do you think they may struggle with at times?
• Choose three cards. Can you use these cards to talk about
the dynamics you observe or experience in your family?
Managing stress and conflict
We can talk fairly glibly about striving for work-life balance. But
inevitably there are times when multiple roles lead to clashes of
expectations and even conflict as we try to fulfil different roles with
limited time. Spread the cards out on the floor or on a table.

• Using a newspaper, magazine or online newsfeed, invite students
to match card(s) to individual articles or advertisements according
to the male roles depicted or referred to. For example, you might
select ‘the coach’ and ‘the sportman’ for sports stories, ‘the author’
for a book review, or ‘the dad’ or ‘the carer’ for articles
about fathers.

• Which of the cards identify an important part of your life now?
• Have some of the roles named on the cards been more important
to you in previous years?

• Do some roles (cards) seem to be represented more than others?
Are there any roles that are commonly represented and not
included among the Cavepersons cards?

• Can you imagine the significance of these roles changing in
the future?
• Of the cards that are important to you now, do any compete for your
time or attention?
• Are there roles that cause conflict or stress?
• Which roles are the most challenging? Which are the most fulfilling?
• Are there roles you think you should devote more time to?

• Why do some roles seem to be featured more often than others?
Are these roles that many or only a few men would identify with?
• Who decides which roles get talked about or featured?
• What do your findings suggest about society’s values and beliefs
about men/women?
Sensitive New-Age Cavepersons
Author: Russell Deal
54 laminated cards, 140mm x 140mm
Polypropylene box with a booklet
of suggested activities
ISBN: 9 781 920945 534

Product Code: 2875
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$49.50 inc. GST

‘I get ideas about what’s essential
when packing my suitcase.’
Diane von Furstenberg

In the

Spotlight

Have Cards,
Will Travel:
A peek in the kitty of a travelling trainer

How often do you use one of Innovative Resources’ card
sets? If you’re familiar with the Strengths Approach, you
might use them fairly regularly. If you’re teaching the
Strengths Approach to others, chances are you’re using
them all the time!

Grabs from a travelling trainer…
• I always take Deep Speak.
•

Andrew Shirres describes his collection of card sets as his ‘security
blanket’. He takes them everywhere in his work as Practice
Development Coach for St Luke’s Anglicare—and that makes for some
seriously well-travelled card sets given the range of locations where
Andrew has delivered training. In the past few months, he’s travelled
from Hobart to Sydney via numerous locations in Victoria, with a trip
planned for South Australia where he’ll work with teachers and the
communities Roxby Downs and Andamooka.

•
•

•

Many of the organisations Andrew works with have some familiarity
with the Strengths Approach, so his focus is typically on supporting
practice development, or extending the applications of the approach
into areas like supervision. From Andrew’s point of view, that makes
the delivery of training a positive pleasure. ‘They recognise it as best
practice,’ Andrew comments, ‘it either affirms what they currently do or
helps them see what they might do differently.’

• Picture This suits me quite a lot
because I come from a visual
Change by Design is great for
arts background. So I like the
teambuilding days.
more graphics, less scripted
I really like the Sometimes Magic approach. The cards allow
cards.
people to make their own
interpretations of what
Talking Up Our Strengths: for
they’re seeing.
Aboriginal cultural competence,
they’re fantastic!
• I know a lot of workers constantly
refer back to The Bears. I use
The Storycatching cards are
those quite a lot.
great because they’re not
too prescriptive.
• Ups and Downs—that
works great.

particular activities that he knows well, but is always willing to try new
approaches. ‘Listen to the participants as they’re doing the exercises,’
he advises, ‘and be able to make changes as you go.’
He gives an example from a recent three-day training event in South
Australia. On the second day he started with an activity he often
uses ‘because it’s great, it gets people talking and comfortable—and
listening.’ Using the Deep Speak cards, he invited each participant
to choose a question, but offered only an edited selection of ‘easy
questions to ask and easy questions to answer. And then I thought,
“Well, this is going really well. What would happen if…?”’ Wanting
to encourage the group’s reflective capacity, Andrew spread the
Deep Speak ‘values’ and ‘beliefs’ cards on the table. He asked the
participants, ‘So how do you feel about these questions?’ How would
you go about sorting out how to answer or even ask these questions?’

Some of those organisations have included state government
departments, community health services, legal services, Mission
Australia, Jesuit Social Services and Deaf Children Australia, where
a tag team of interpreters stood at Andrew’s side translating for some
profoundly deaf participants. ‘It made me very conscious of what I was
saying!’ Andrew chuckles, ‘And how to slow down and gauge when’s
the right time to talk.’
Innovative Resources’ card sets first flashed up on Andrew’s radar
while he was studying at La Trobe University. Russell Deal, Innovative
Resource’s Creative Director, was a guest speaker for one of Andrew’s
classes. These days, Andrew uses the cards for an array of different
purposes, including to spark discussion about what strengths actually
are in the context of the Strengths Approach.

Taking the activity in this new direction produced a wonderful change
in the room. It opened people to ‘really being mindful about how they
ask questions and putting themselves in the shoes of those they work
with.’ Best of all, it led to a rich conversation about ‘knowledge, skills,
and why people do what they do. How values and cultures collide.’

Often he begins with a two-minute story activity. Using The Bears, he
invites people to describe how they got into their current role. Their
partner for the exercise listens out for the person’s strengths within the
narrative and then provides feedback about the strengths they hear.
Afterwards, listeners are invited to choose an appropriate strengths
sticker for the speakers—and, says Andrew, ‘Everybody loves that!’

That readiness to be flexible with an activity also translates to being
flexible about one’s choice of card sets. ‘What I’ve learnt is that even if
some sets suit me and some don’t, it’s not really about me.’ Everyone,
Andrew agrees, has their personal favourites. Moreover, he finds it’s
helpful to use a range of sets to give those who may already own one
some new ideas to try. ‘I’ve heard more than once, “Oh, we’ve got
those [cards] on the shelf, and it would be good to learn again how to
use them.”’

The activity also provides Andrew with a starting point for deeper
discussion. ‘Stickers present a narrow range of strengths,’ he
acknowledges. ‘People often misinterpret the approach as being only
about identifying what people are good at or what their talents or skills
are.’ The listening activity is ‘a pretty powerful little exercise that gets
people to think. If you’re just talking about what you know and what
you can do, which is a shallow idea of what strengths are, then it’s
harder to expect any kind of change to take place.’

Of course, it’s the feedback at the end of workshops that really counts.
One of the nicest comments Andrew heard was from a woman who
told him ‘It was great! I just realised I’d been at training all day. And it
didn’t feel like it!’ Innovative Resources’ tools are such an integral part
of Andrew’s training practice that he sometimes wonders what it would
be like if they didn’t exist. ‘We take them for granted a fair bit,’ he
laughs, ‘We take Innovative Resources for granted!’

Andrew is not a fan of planning too much around how he’ll use
the cards, though he admits it’s only with experience that he feels
more comfortable sitting back and letting things unfold. He has
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The Bugis Connection
These days, you never know where you’ll stumble
upon Innovative Resources’ publications. But
teachers, counsellors and therapists in Singapore
know exactly where they can find them—they just
head for the 16th floor of the OG Albert Complex,
right in the heart of Singapore’s bustling CBD.

m
Fond regards fro
Aberdeenshire.

Relational Resources is in Singapore’s Bugis district, a place
where the old and new come together. Modern shopping malls,
restaurants, offices and hotels mingle with historic buildings,
mosques and churches, making it a popular draw for tourists.

Postcard
from
Aberdeenshire

Part of Restorative Practices Singapore, Relational Resources
has had a long relationship with Innovative Resources. The
organisation sells products by a number of different publishers,
as well as offering training and participating in conferences.
At this year’s SENIA (Special Education Network in Asia)
conference, Relational Resources arranged a display of
Innovative Resources’ card sets and conducted a workshop on
the use of resources like the Strength Cards, Can-Do Dinosaurs
and Stones… have feelings too!

We’re a nosy bunch here at Innovative Resources.
Orders reach us from all over the world, and every so
often curiosity tickles us to ask an organisation how
they’re using our resources. Last month, an order from
Scotland sparked off that curiosity. And who fielded our
enquiry? A kiwi abroad, of course!

The team prides itself on providing teachers, social workers,
counsellors, psychologists and religious leaders with one-on-one
demonstrations of how to use the different resources they carry.
Their office has a special area for people to browse, discuss their
needs with the team, and look for fresh ideas.
Over the years, they have also hosted workshops by several of
Innovative Resources’ close associates. In 2012, Jane Bennett
ran a workshop for social workers and school counsellors
focusing on the Girltopia cards. Ivan Honey, the author of Cars
‘R’ Us, has also run regular workshops focusing on Choice
Theory and the applications of his cards.

Lynn Miller is currently working as Children’s Rights
Officer in Inverurie. Hearty thanks to Lynn for generously
sending this account of how she uses our materials:
‘Children’s Rights in Aberdeenshire work with all children and young
people who are looked after away from home and care-leavers within
the local authority. There are two Children’s Right’s Officers, myself
and Kate. A lot of the work undertaken in the service is engaging in
direct work with children where we are helping children and young
people share their views about contact with family, living in foster
care, and education. We support young people to give their views
at various meetings that they attend. We also undertake participation
events and workshops to gain young people’s views within
various forums.
We love using lots of tools and activities to support us with our work.
I first became involved with strength-based practice when I worked
at Dingwall Trust in Auckland, New Zealand, where I was introduced
to Innovative Resources and loved them. Since then the service has
purchased many resources, like The Bears cards, I Can Monster [now
Can-Do Dinosaur] cards, and Strength Cards. The service has used
the book, The Strength Approach, on many occasions as well as the
scaling tools and Reflexion cards. These have been used individually
and within groups. We are always looking for new tools to use and love
the ideas and resources on offer from Innovative Resources.
We wish there was more training on strength-based practice and using
various tools. In view of this we are about to begin a rolling program
of training with social workers in the authority and hope to share ideas
in order that others can make use of the tools and activities on offer to
support them working directly with children and young people. We are
waiting with anticipation to receive our recent purchases of the new
Scaling Kit DVD and The Wrong Stone storybook!’
For more information about Children’s Rights, take a look at:
https://aberdeenshire.gov.uk/children/rights/index.asp
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Parul Sandhu Chopra, the manager at Relational Resources,
reports that Cars ‘R’ Us is one of their most popular card sets.
‘The car metaphor is easy to understand and has sound theory
behind it,’ Parul observes. ‘And, yes,’ she adds, ‘Singaporeans
love their cars!’
More recently, Relational Resources partnered with the Sophia
College in Perth to host a course by Dr Patricia Sherwood, a
specialist in Artistic Therapies. The course included modules on
clay work, drama, as well as play therapy in which Patricia used
Innovative Resources’ Stones… have feelings too! and
The Bears cards.
A growing number of customers from nearly regions, like
Thailand, Philippines, Hong Kong, Indonesia and Malaysia,
are now finding their way to Relational Resources’ office and
workshops. So if you’re a teacher, social worker or therapist
based in South-East Asia—and it’s just a little out of your way to
travel to Bendigo!—head to the OG Albert Complex at 66 Albert
Street, Singapore. You can also contact Relational Resources
via http://www.rpsingapore.org/relationalresources.html
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